Abstract. In the service-oriented environment, the composition of multiple web services is always used to satisfy the given request. To meet the request, the compositions of the services are various. Aim at such difficulty, described with the environment ontology, the relative theory of Petri net is proposed to build up the service composition requirement model. After simplify the model, an algorithm of building a reachability tree is proposed. Then all the possible service compositions are got through an algorithm similar as depth-first search. At last, we use the classic example of travel arrangement to verify the theory above all.
Introduction
SOC and SOA have been the hot issues of software area recently, which embodies the software reuse, and structures the develop model of application in the way of service and its composition [1] . Web service is a module application component which can be published, discovered, and located. As result, how to describe the service becomes one of the most important issues of SOC, and the link between requirements of users and services, as well as the base of service discovery and service composition. Now it has been used widely, but it is a challenge to implement SOC that how to model the application software oriented the services, Service Oriented Modeling (SOM). Requirement modeling is the premise of the whole software development, so SOM is the first task of SOC [2] . In the semantic description of web service, Environment Ontology not only described the function of service, but also brought the domain knowledge in service description [13, 17] , which described the static semantics of service well. While the service is a kind of executable resource, in order to execute and composite intelligently, it is necessary to provide computer an apprehensible process of the inter-operation between the services. It is the dynamic description of service, for example, state machine [3~5] , process algebra [6, 7] , and Petri net [8] .Petri net is a well founded process modeling technique that have formal semantics. It presents a discrete parallel system as a direction graph, which is good at describing the sequence, alternative, conflict and synchronism.
Based on some earlier exploratory works [9] , this paper references the relative concepts of Environment Ontology and Petri Net, and models the requirements as a Petri net. In this approach, environment ontology is expected to specify the capability of the Web services, and Petri Net is used to control the logic process.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 1 gives the notions of Intention and Task which is based on Environment Ontology (EO). Service composition modeling is presented as a Petri net. In section 3, a reachability tree is built from a simplified model. All the feasible service compositions are found through the algorithm similar as depth-first search. An example of travel arrangement is presented in Section 4 to verify the rationality of algorithms put forward above in this paper. Section 5 contains the concluding remarks.
The requirement model of service composition

A. Environment Ontology
Web service is abstracted as an environment entity in EO, which intergrades with the specific domain knowledge. The environment entities [10] can be sorted to three classes: the causal entity, the autonomous entity and the symbolic entity. A hierarchical state machine is attached each causal entity for displaying its dynamic characteristics.
Definition 1 Environment Ontology structure is depicted as EO= {Ent, R, rel, HSM, EXCH, res}, in which:
Ent is a finite set of environment entities, and an entity =<id, Attr, Rans, values>,in which id is the name of an entity, Attr is a attribute vector, Rans is a vector of an attribute, values: Attr→Ran is a relation. R is the set of rel.
rel: r→Ent×Ent, r is a relation function between the entities. HSM is a finite set of tree-like hierarchical state machines. EXCH ⊆ HSM×HSM is a message exchange relation between HSMs.
res: Ent ↔ HSM is a bijective relation. ∀ ent∈Ent, there is one and only one hsm ∈HSM, such that hsm =res (ent).
More detail about Environment Ontology can be found in inference [11, 12] .
B. Intention
Described by EO, the requirements of the user, could translate the initial state to the target state. If an entity could change the state from one to the other through an input from a service and give some outputs, we say that this service can fulfill the intention of this entity. Now we give the notion of Intention. I∈r.HSM is a finite set of inputs, which supply the entity some input messages;
O∈r.HSM is a finite set of outputs, which represents the effect of the intention. And we signify r:(e 1 ,e 2 ,…,e n ) that there are n intentions on the entity r. From the definitions above, it is easy to find that:
These definitions are based on EO which gives the concepts of environment entity, state, input/output and hierarchical state machine. s t must be the reachable state of s 0 , or it makes none sense. We consider the requirements as a number of intentions on several entities, between which there is some relation. Next this kind of relation is defined.
Mostly the intention has no directed effect on the others, called standalone intention. But some of them have a link. For example, as for Order:Paid(an intention "Paid" on the entity "Order"),there is a effect on Credit:Pay(an intention "Pay" on the entity "Credit"). It is not hard to know, both of them are met or not at the same time to maintain consistency. Definition 3 Associated Intention: Let CE is a set of causal entities, ∀ r 1 ,r 2 ∈CE, ∃ r 1 :e i , r 2 :e j ,we say that r 1 :e i is associated with r 2 :e j ,if both of them muse be met or not at the same time. And we record the relation as A(r 1 : e i ,r 2 :e j ) or r 1 : e i A r 2 :e j .
It is not difficult to verify that the relation A reflexive and the symmetric, but not the transitive. 
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PaidATrain_Ticket:Paid. While choosing transportation, the tourist travels either by plane or train. It means that only one intention of them(Air_Ticket: Paid, Train_Ticket:Paid) needs to be satisfied. So the relation A is not transitive. Definition 4 Let E be a set of Intentions. We define a binary relation R on E as <R>, which delegates R to be a compatible relation [18] , if: R⊆E×E; R is reflexive; R is symmetric. From this definition, we know that the relation A is <A>.
C. Task
According to the compatible relation on E, we divide the huge set of intentions to several sets, and then consider each son-set as a unit satisfied by a service. To understand conveniently, let us observe the figure of <A>⊆E×E as following. Figure 1 The figure of <A> In a general way, under a contract condition, it is concise and unambiguous to use a figure instead. In the light of the concept in set theory [18] , we have some method to get the Tasks from E : (1) The set of nodes on any complete polygons is a task; (2) An independent node is a task; (3) The set of nodes on any side of incomplete polygons is a task. To this point, we have classified the intentions as tasks, where there is only an intention or maybe several intentions. As for service composition, a task is viewed as an atomic unit, which is contented by a single service.
D. The requirement model of service composition
The service composition requirement is respected as a Petri Net, which is a visual and graphical modeling technique.
Definition 6 A service composition requirement is a marked Place/Transition net, SCR= (P, T; F, M 0 , M t ) where P is a finite set of places; T is a finite set of tasks(transitions in Petri net) ; F⊆(P×T)∪(T×P) is a set of direction arcs(flow relation); M 0 is the initial mark;
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M t is the final mark. The capacity of places in SCR is one, and the weight of the arcs is one, so SCR is an elementary net system.
Service compositions of SCR
Now we consider the SCR reachability problem, whether an arbitrary state can be reachable in the model, or whether there is some reasonable effective description of the set of all reachable states [13] . The former is the base of many others, since many operations research problems can be defined through it.
In fact, it is not practical to explore the net exhaustively because of the famous problem of combinatorial explosion: the size of the state-space may grow exponentially with the size of a model. So we need simply the net first to limit this explosion.
A. Simplify the SCR
The model of SCR consists of the four parts: place, task, directed are, token. Places represent passive components which store "tokens" and take particular states. Tasks represent the active components which may produce, transport or change "tokens". When the time of transporting tokens is not taking into account, the model can be simplified. On the basis of this method, we have the rule of absorbing places as follow [14, 15] : The places, which have only one input and output inter-place, can be absorbed, and the tasks are combined to tasks in its higher level.
Here is the sketch of this rule. As depicted in figuration 2a and 2b, the place P j meets the rule above, so it is absorbed and task t n is combined to t m . Figure 2a The primary model Figure 2b The simplified model After absorbing places, there are some tasks merged together, and then we define this kind of tasks as linear task<t m ,t n > in figure 2b .
Making use of the rule, the places and tasks are reducing. The scale of the model becomes concise, so it gets easily to find the tasks firing sequences, namely service compositions; meanwhile this measure cuts down on the calculated amount.
B. Find all the possible service compositions
The behavior of SCR can be described in terms of system states and their changes. In order to simulate the dynamic behavior of it, a state or marking in a Petri nets is changed according to the following transition (firing) rule [15] :
(1) ∀ t∈T, if ∀ p∈•t, M(p)≥1, then we say that M enable t or t is enable. And we denote it as M [t>; (2) If M enable t to change itself to be a new one as M′, then
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And we denote it as M [t>M′. Definite 7 Let CSR=(P,T;F,M 0 ,M t ) is a Petri net model, if ∃ t∈T, M[t>M′, then we say M′ is reachable from M.
If ∃ t 1 , t 2 , …, t k , and
, then we say M k is reachable form M. We denote the tasks sequence t 1 t 2 t 3 …t k by σ, accordingly the expression (1) can be written as M [σ> M k . The sequence like σ, is a service composition leading to the marking M k .
To find all the service compositions consist of two parts. First, a reachable tree can be built according to the simplified model [15] . Second, by depth-first search, all possible solutions (service compositions) can be found in the form of reachability tree. omit "new", run to Step3, The transitions of markings and tasks occur alternately. The algorithm is terminable proved in [16] .
In this reachability tree, the amount of leaves is the amount of service compositions. Next through searching the reachable tree, we could get all the possible service compositions. Algorithm 2 Algorithm for all the service compositions Input:RT(SCR)； Output:T Step1:Visit the root of RT(CSR), and mark the node with "visited"; Step2:While there is a "visited" node, Do Depth-first search its son-node. Mark it with "visited", and output the tasks besides the arc; Algorithm 2 is a recursive algorithm used to output the reachable paths, the so-called service composition.
Classic case
A. Illustration of the case
It is a travel arrangement case. A tourist wants to take a trip to scenic spots A, and then goes to spots B. He could get the city of scenic spot A by plane or train. If he takes a plane, the ticket needs to be delivered to him. Meanwhile a hotel is booked ahead around spot A. From the scenic spot A to B, he could take buses or trains. Similarly, a hotel is booked ahead with advanced deposits. All the cost can be paid by credit-card. Taking the association relation into account, we can define the tasks in this case as follows; Integrated the tasks on the table over, the travel arrange model can be given as 
Figure4
The simplified model of CSR_TravelArrange Figure 5 The course of building the reachability tree Then we build the reachability tree as steps as following: From this reachability tree, we know that there are four service compositions because the reachability tree has four leaves. Then algorithm 2 gives all the for compositions: {t1, t2, t3, t6, t7, t8, t11, t12}, {t1, t2, t3, t6, t9, t10, t11, t12}, {t4, t5, t6, t7, t8, t11, t12}, {t4, t5, t6, t9, t10, t11, t12}.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a method to find all the service compositions of the requirement model. First, based on Environment Ontology, we modeled the requirement of service compositions as a dynamic net system, named a Petri net. After simplified, the SCR model is constructed to be a Applied Mechanics and Materials Vols. 347-350reachability tree. At last, through depth-first search, we get all the compositions. The travel arrangement example verified the effectiveness of our method.
There are some other issues we will research forward:
(1) When we analyze the SCR model, there are some other operations, such as insertion, substitution, decomposition and composition.
(2) Introducing QOS into the SCR, it can be used to service composition selection. For example, we could use the insertion operation, and introduce QOS into the SCR model as a component of a Petri net.
